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Employing a closed set-theoretic foundation for interval computations, Global Optimization Using Interval Analysis simplifies
algorithm construction and increases generality of interval arithmetic. This Second Edition contains an up-to-date discussion of
interval methods for solving systems of nonlinear equations and global optimization problems. It expands and improves various
aspects of its forerunner and features significant new discussions, such as those on the use of consistency methods to enhance
algorithm performance. Provided algorithms are guaranteed to find and bound all solutions to these problems despite bounded
errors in data, in approximations, and from use of rounded arithmetic.
"Analyzes the behavior, design, and implementation of artificial recurrent neural networks. Offers methods of synthesis for
associative memories. Evaluates the qualitative properties and limitations of neural networks. Contains practical applications for
optimal system performance."
"Number Theory Arising from Finite Fields: Analytic and Probabilistic Theory" offers a discussion of the advances and
developments in the field of number theory arising from finite fields. It emphasizes mean-value theorems of multiplicative functions,
the theory of additive formulations, and the normal distribution of values from additive functions. The work explores calculations
from classical stages to emerging discoveries in alternative abstract prime number theorems.
This volume is dedicated to Robert F. Tichy on the occasion of his 60th birthday. Presenting 22 research and survey papers
written by leading experts in their respective fields, it focuses on areas that align with Tichy’s research interests and which he
significantly shaped, including Diophantine problems, asymptotic counting, uniform distribution and discrepancy of sequences (in
theory and application), dynamical systems, prime numbers, and actuarial mathematics. Offering valuable insights into recent
developments in these areas, the book will be of interest to researchers and graduate students engaged in number theory and its
applications.
From its origins in algebraic number theory, the theory of non-unique factorizations has emerged as an independent branch of
algebra and number theory. Focused efforts over the past few decades have wrought a great number and variety of results.
However, these remain dispersed throughout the vast literature. For the first time, Non-Unique Factoriza
Radical Theory of Rings distills the most noteworthy present-day theoretical topics, gives a unified account of the classical
structure theorems for rings, and deepens understanding of key aspects of ring theory via ring and radical constructions.
Assimilating radical theory's evolution in the decades since the last major work on rings and radicals was published, the authors
deal with some distinctive features of the radical theory of nonassociative rings, associative rings with involution, and near-rings.
Written in clear algebraic terms by globally acknowledged authorities, the presentation includes more than 500 landmark and up-todate references providing direction for further research.
Based largely on state space models, this text/reference utilizes fundamental linear algebra and operator techniques to develop
classical and modern results in linear systems analysis and control design. It presents stability and performance results for linear
systems, provides a geometric perspective on controllability and observability, and develops state space realizations of transfer
functions. It also studies stabilizability and detectability, constructs state feedback controllers and asymptotic state estimators,
covers the linear quadratic regulator problem in detail, introduces H-infinity control, and presents results on Hamiltonian matrices
and Riccati equations.

This book summarizes the qualitative theory of differential equations with or without delays, collecting recent oscillation
studies important to applications and further developments in mathematics, physics, engineering, and biology. The
authors address oscillatory and nonoscillatory properties of first-order delay and neutral delay differential eq
"Presents a theory of difference and functional equations with continuous argument based on a generalization of the
Riemann integral introduced by N.E. Norlund, allowing differentation with respect to the independent variable and
permitting greater flexibility in constructing solutions and approximations. Discusses linear transformations that state
conditions for convergence of Newton series and Norlund sums!"
In one exceptional volume, Abstract Algebra covers subject matter typically taught over the course of two or three years
and offers a self-contained presentation, detailed definitions, and excellent chapter-matched exercises to smooth the
trajectory of learning algebra from zero to one. Field-tested through advance use in the ERASMUS educational project in
Europe, this ambitious, comprehensive book includes an original treatment of representation of finite groups that avoids
the use of semisimple ring theory and explains sets, maps, posets, lattices, and other essentials of the algebraic
language; Peano's axioms and cardinality; groupoids, semigroups, monoids, groups; and normal subgroups.
Infinite Divisibility of Probability Distributions on the Real Line reassesses classical theory and presents new
developments, while focusing on divisibility with respect to convolution or addition of independent random variables. This
definitive, example-rich text supplies approximately 100 examples to correspond with all major chapter topics and
reviews infinite divisibility in light of the central limit problem. It contrasts infinite divisibility with finite divisibility, discusses
the preservation of infinite divisibility under mixing for many classes of distributions, and investigates self-decomposability
and stability on the nonnegative reals, nonnegative integers, and the reals.
The AMS-IMS-SIAM Joint Summer Research Conference ``Integer Points in Polyhedra--Geometry, Number Theory,
Representation Theory, Algebra, Optimization, Statistics'' was held in Snowbird, Utah in June 2006. This proceedings
volume contains research and survey articles originating from the conference. The volume is a cross section of recent
advances connected to lattice-point questions. Similar to the talks given at the conference, topics range from
commutative algebra to optimization, from discrete geometry to statistics, from mirror symmetry to geometry of numbers.
The book is suitable for researchers and graduate students interested in combinatorial aspects of the above fields.
This peerless reference/text unfurls a unified and systematic study of the two types of mathematical models of dynamic
processes-stochastic and deterministic-as placed in the context of systems of stochastic differential equations. Using the
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tools of variational comparison, generalized variation of constants, and probability distribution as its met
Offering in-depth analyses of current theories and approaches related to Sobolev-type equations and systems, this
reference is the first to introduce a classification of equations and systems not solvable with respect to the highest order
derivative, and it studies boundary value problems for these classes of equations. Presenting 2200 equations, t
The methods of functional analysis have helped solve diverse real-world problems in optimization, modeling, analysis,
numerical approximation, and computer simulation. Applied Functional Analysis presents functional analysis results
surfacing repeatedly in scientific and technological applications and presides over the most current analytical and n
This volume offers a systematic, comprehensive investigation of field extensions, finite or not, that possess a Cogalois
correspondence. The subject is somewhat dual to the very classical Galois Theory dealing with field extensions
possessing a Galois correspondence. Solidly backed by over 250 exercises and an extensive bibliography, this book
presents a compact and complete review of basic field theory, considers the Vahlen-Capelli Criterion, investigates the
radical, Kneser, strongly Kneser, Cogalois, and G-Cogalois extensions, discusses field extensions that are
simultaneously Galois and G-Cogalois, and presents nice applications to elementary field arithmetic.
The mathematical analysis of contact problems, with or without friction, is an area where progress depends heavily on
the integration of pure and applied mathematics. This book presents the state of the art in the mathematical analysis of
unilateral contact problems with friction, along with a major part of the analysis of dynamic contact problems
The last one hundred years have seen many important achievements in the classical part of number theory. After the
proof of the Prime Number Theorem in 1896, a quick development of analytical tools led to the invention of various new
methods, like Brun's sieve method and the circle method of Hardy, Littlewood and Ramanujan; developments in topics
such as prime and additive number theory, and the solution of Fermat’s problem. Rational Number Theory in the 20th
Century: From PNT to FLT offers a short survey of 20th century developments in classical number theory, documenting
between the proof of the Prime Number Theorem and the proof of Fermat's Last Theorem. The focus lays upon the part
of number theory that deals with properties of integers and rational numbers. Chapters are divided into five time periods,
which are then further divided into subject areas. With the introduction of each new topic, developments are followed
through to the present day. This book will appeal to graduate researchers and student in number theory, however the
presentation of main results without technicalities will make this accessible to anyone with an interest in the area.
"Presents new approaches to qualitative analysis of continuous, discreteptime, and impulsive nonlinear systems via
Liapunov matrix-valued functions that introduce more effective tests for solving problems of estimating the domains of
asymptotic stability."
Graph algebras possess the capacity to relate fundamental concepts of computer science, combinatorics, graph theory,
operations research, and universal algebra. They are used to identify nontrivial connections across notions, expose
conceptual properties, and mediate the application of methods from one area toward questions of the other four. After
A comprehensive review of the Kurzweil-Henstock integration process on the real line and in higher dimensions. It seeks
to provide a unified theory of integration that highlights Riemann-Stieljes and Lebesgue integrals as well as integrals of
elementary calculus. The author presents practical applications of the definitions and theorems in each section as well as
appended sets of exercises.
Most people tend to view number theory as the very paradigm of pure mathematics. With the advent of computers,
however, number theory has been finding an increasing number of applications in practical settings, such as in
cryptography, random number generation, coding theory, and even concert hall acoustics. Yet other applications are still
emerging - providing number theorists with some major new areas of opportunity. The 1996 IMA summer program on
Emerging Applications of Number Theory was aimed at stimulating further work with some of these newest (and most
attractive) applications. Concentration was on number theory's recent links with: (a) wave phenomena in quantum
mechanics (more specifically, quantum chaos); and (b) graph theory (especially expander graphs and related spectral
theory). This volume contains the contributed papers from that meeting and will be of interest to anyone intrigued by
novel applications of modern number-theoretical techniques.
This book presents papers that originally appeared in the Japanese journal Sugaku. The papers explore the relationship
between number theory, algebraic geometry, and differential geometry.
Products of Random Variables explores the theory of products of random variables through from distributions and limit theorems,
to characterizations, to applications in physics, order statistics, and number theory. It uses entirely probabilistic arguments in
actualizing the potential of the asymptotic theory of products of independent random variab
Maintaining the standard of excellence set by the previous edition, this textbook covers the basic geometry of two- and threedimensional spaces Written by a master expositor, leading researcher in the field, and MacArthur Fellow, it includes experiments
to determine the true shape of the universe and contains illustrated examples and engaging exercises that teach mind-expanding
ideas in an intuitive and informal way. Bridging the gap from geometry to the latest work in observational cosmology, the book
illustrates the connection between geometry and the behavior of the physical universe and explains how radiation remaining from
the big bang may reveal the actual shape of the universe.
This is the third supplementary volume to Kluwer's highly acclaimed twelve-volume Encyclopaedia of Mathematics. This additional
volume contains nearly 500 new entries written by experts and covers developments and topics not included in the previous
volumes. These entries are arranged alphabetically throughout and a detailed index is included. This supplementary volume
enhances the existing twelve volumes, and together, these thirteen volumes represent the most authoritative, comprehensive and
up-to-date Encyclopaedia of Mathematics available.
Presents previously unpublished material on the fundumental pronciples and properties of Orlicz sequence and function spaces.
Examines the sample path behavior of stochastic processes. Provides practical applications in statistics and probability.
One of the pervasive phenomena in the history of science is the development of independent disciplines from the solution or
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attempted solutions of problems in other areas of science. In the Twentieth Century, the creation of specialties witqin the sciences
has accelerated to the point where a large number of scientists in any major branch of science cannot understand the work of a
colleague in another subdiscipline of his own science. Despite this fragmentation, the development of techniques or solutions of
problems in one area very often contribute fundamentally to solutions of problems in a seemingly unrelated field. Therefore, an
examination of this phenomenon of the formation of independent disciplines within the sciences would contrib ute to the
understanding of their evolution in modern times. We believe that in this context the history of combinatorial group theory in the
late Nineteenth Century and the Twentieth Century can be used effectively as a case study. It is a reasonably well-defined
independent specialty, and yet it is closely related to other mathematical disciplines. The fact that combinatorial group theory has,
so far, not been influenced by the practical needs of science and technology makes it possible for us to use combinatorial group
theory to exhibit the role of the intellectual aspects of the development of mathematics in a clearcut manner. There are other
features of combinatorial group theory which appear to make it a reasona ble choice as the object of a historical study.
This comprehensive reference summarizes the proceedings and keynote presentations from a recent conference held in Brussels,
Belgium. Offering 1155 display equations, this volume contains original research and survey papers as well as contributions from
world-renowned algebraists. It focuses on new results in classical Hopf algebras as well as the
Paul Turán, one of the greatest Hungarian mathematicians, was born 100 years ago, on August 18, 1910. To celebrate this
occasion the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, the Alfréd Rényi Institute of Mathematics, the János Bolyai Mathematical Society
and the Mathematical Institute of Eötvös Loránd University organized an international conference devoted to Paul Turán's main
areas of interest: number theory, selected branches of analysis, and selected branches of combinatorics. The conference was held
in Budapest, August 22-26, 2011. Some of the invited lectures reviewed different aspects of Paul Turán's work and influence. Most
of the lectures allowed participants to report about their own work in the above mentioned areas of mathematics.
The Mathematical Theory of Tone Systems patterns a unified theory defining the tone system in functional terms based on the
principles and forms of uncertainty theory. This title uses geometrical nets and other measures to study all classes of used and
theoretical tone systems, from Pythagorean tuning to superparticular pentatonics. Hundreds of exa
Realizing the specific needs of first-year graduate students, this reference allows readers to grasp and master fundamental
concepts in abstract algebra-establishing a clear understanding of basic linear algebra and number, group, and commutative ring
theory and progressing to sophisticated discussions on Galois and Sylow theory, the structure of abelian groups, the Jordan
canonical form, and linear transformations and their matrix representations.
Provides the reader with working knowledge of Mathematica and key aspects of Mathematica's numerical capabilities needed to
deal with virtually any "real life" problem Clear organization, complete topic coverage, and an accessible writing style for both
novices and experts Website for book with additional materials: http://www.MathematicaGuideBooks.org Accompanying DVD
containing all materials as an electronic book with complete, executable Mathematica 5.1 compatible code and programs,
rendered color graphics, and animations
Celebrating the work of Professor W. Kuperberg, this reference explores packing and covering theory, tilings, combinatorial and
computational geometry, and convexity, featuring an extensive collection of problems compiled at the Discrete Geometry Special
Session of the American Mathematical Society in New Orleans, Louisiana. Discrete Geometry analy
This reference details valuable results that lead to improvements in existence theorems for the Loewner differential equation in
higher dimensions, discusses the compactness of the analog of the Caratheodory class in several variables, and studies various
classes of univalent mappings according to their geometrical definitions. It introduces the in
Provides comprehensive coverage of the most recent developments in the theory of non-Archimedean pseudo-differential
equations and its application to stochastics and mathematical physics--offering current methods of construction for stochastic
processes in the field of p-adic numbers and related structures. Develops a new theory for parabolic equat
An exploration of the construction and analysis of translation planes to spreads, partial spreads, co-ordinate structures,
automorphisms, autotopisms, and collineation groups. It emphasizes the manipulation of incidence structures by various coordinate systems, including quasisets, spreads and matrix spreadsets. The volume showcases methods of structure theory as well
as tools and techniques for the construction of new planes.
Significantly revised and expanded, this authoritative reference/text comprehensively describes concepts in measure theory,
classical integration, and generalized Riemann integration of both scalar and vector types-providing a complete and detailed
review of every aspect of measure and integration theory using valuable examples, exercises, and applications. With more than
170 references for further investigation of the subject, this Second Edition provides more than 60 pages of new information, as well
as a new chapter on nonabsolute integrals contains extended discussions on the four basic results of Banach spaces presents an
in-depth analysis of the classical integrations with many applications, including integration of nonmeasurable functions, Lebesgue
spaces, and their properties details the basic properties and extensions of the Lebesgue-Carathéodory measure theory, as well as
the structure and convergence of real measurable functions covers the Stone isomorphism theorem, the lifting theorem, the
Daniell method of integration, and capacity theory Measure Theory and Integration, Second Edition is a valuable reference for all
pure and applied mathematicians, statisticians, and mathematical analysts, and an outstanding text for all graduate students in
these disciplines.
"Number Theory Arising from Finite Fields: Analytic and Probabilistic Theory" offers a discussion of the advances and
developments in the field of number theory arising from finite fields. It emphasizes mean-value theorems of multiplicative functions,
the theory of additive formulations, and the normal distribution of values from additive functions
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